
to  get  weed  and  a  young  boy  to  whom  i  gave  my  silver  necklace  but  also  a  few

couple on their way to get married and an old man coming to talk to our landowners 

10136:  "tamil   people   met   in   the   small   village   south   of   tiruvannamalai   like   a 

weather"

animals as well as humans and machines floating in a sky turned blue by the cold 

time  and  then  going  back  to  sweden  walking  in  the  snowy  landscape  recognizing 

17106: "observing clouds while wtill in italy in my own apartment for the first 

presentation finding a much warmer wheather with some sun but at last foggy"

beautiful day but then another period of uncertity at last reaching italy for a 

awaiting   the   birth   of   silvester   who   got   born   in   a   rainy   day   followed   by   a 

16141: "a quite rainy month in the netherlands with quite much time spent home 

his birth and not doing any major explorations also given the rainy weather"

silvester mostly taking small journeys like in gorinichem and woerden awaiting for 

13191:   "films   shot   in   the   netherlands   waiting   for   the   birth   of   our   child 

overlapping"

use  more  colours  in  the  digital  filtering  of  the  painting  to  avoid  unnecessary 

now painting mostly with both myrthe and the kids asleep and at last beginning to 

07186: "still a painting with a rigid grid in the back and the blue flow on top 

producing the patterns of my cube installation here in holland"

myself  reborn  when  it  occurred  finding  also  much  enthusiasm  to  think  of  anyway 

finding strength in renovating and preparing for silvester's birth and almost feel 

my project watching on-line the public debate affecting deeply my mood but at last 

feeling bad from all the political situation in italy involving the realization of 

having  to  stick  constantly  next  to  myrthe  awaiting  for  her  to  give  birth  and 

difficult  to  be  in  holland  with  bad  weather  unable  to  be  so  much  outside  also 

04127:  "feeling   happy   looking   after   livia   being   outdoor   but   then   finding   it 

also hearing songs being played there in the tourist downtown"

songs driving all the way back to holland alone stopping in munich to visit it and 

barn to play songs and compose some new ones and at last listening to a lot of 

songs with arijan and ely during their visit also using the small organ in the 

also hearing songs from my old neighbour andrea listening to the radio and singing 

03127: "in the mountains every day eating outside and singing songs to livia but 

calamities and a few accidents"

surge   of   attacks   and   protests   all   around   the   world   with   also   some   natural 

12178: "checking the news very regularly while in the netherlands and reading of a  

surface in a sort of a locked up rectangular background"

the afternoon now pursuing the silvery circles and recovering the blue dropping 

07185: "still painting while all the family is asleep both in the morning and in 



rent a car from the treviso aiport traveling through heavily trafficked road"

shortly to italy by plane for a meeting with the local hunters and there having to 

traveling to utrcht or eindhoven but especially inhaling bad air while traveling 

going to the more industrial part of town to get some hardware or in the traffic 

15126: "a month spent in holland with my kids experiencing mostly local traffic 

now falling from the trees"

sort of wind growing at times in intensity with coming of the autumn with leaves 

18137:  "unstable  weather  in  the  netherlands  experiencing  almost  every  day  some 

also reflecting on the very issue"

briefly in italy to talk to the mountain community there about my installation and 

alway the possibility of people hearing me and also recording my throughts while 

focusing  on  my  thoughts  but  still  feeling  not  fully  free  to  express  them  with 

09111: "recording my thoughts regularly yet being fully busy with the kids and 

alone with myrthe and the kids visiting hanneke"

bosch and in and around our town of culemborg lastly filming in utrecht walking 

public spaces in the city of schio to later get back to holland and film in den 

resolve the issue with the hunters fight against my installation there and filming 

13192: "recording mostly in the netherlands with only a brief trip to italy to 

bike rides given the bad autumn weather"

still renovating the house carrying and sawing material and only seldom going for 

06175:  "manually   recording   my   physical   effort   while   in   the   netherlands   mostly 

contrada and back in holland talking a walk alone through den bosch"

mountain community now walking in schio and later up to my installation from the 

and   shortly   and   briefly   going   to   italy   to   discuss   my   installation   with   the 

exploring smaller cities in the neighborhood such as gorinichem still walking slow 

small  walks  with  highly  pregnant  myrthe  and  livia  mostly  in  culemborg  but  also 

05141: "in the netherlands waiting for the birth of my kid silvester and taking 

news deep searching through headlines while in the netherlands"

casualties related to accidents and natural catastrophes all read regularly in the 

causing casualties on both side and still terror attacks around the world but also 

12179: "war erupting with turkey invading the kurdish territory in northern syria 

people met while walking around the holly mountain"


